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A resonance is a fundamental particle of nature which, unlike its well-

known siblings such as the neutron, proton and electron, has an extremely

short lifetime.  A resonance's lifetime,·7, can be as short as 10-23 sec;

because of this, the Heisenberg uncertainty principle states that the mass

of a particular resonance cannot have a unique value.  When a resonance is           -

produced in a reaction, its mass will vary by approximately h/7, where * =

-22
6.6 X 10 MeV sec is Planck's constant.  By repeating an experiment many

times, one can measure the probability that a resonance will be produced

with a particular mass.  This probability distribution, called a mass

spectrum, is usually shaped like a bell and is characterized by the central

mass M and by I', the width _qf_&he-bell measured by determining the two

masses which correspond to a probability of half of the maximum probability.

Thus   m */T.  A typical mass spectrum is shown in Figure 1.  The subtleties

of the shape of the mass spectrum are

influenced by the details of the pro-

>'
duction and decay of the resonances.

. 5
Hawever, until  1%5, all

resonance                          
'0

mass spectra did haveabell shape, and     k                r        aR li-0                                       n i a ..frl.*

the thdoretical reason for this shape 111ng a kil

was understood.

In 1965 a research group at CERN M            Mass
FIGURE 1

Typical Mass Spectrum for a Resonance
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observed that the A  meson, whose mass is approximately 1305 MeV, had a

peculiar mass spectrum.  Instead of the normal bell shape, the A2 mass

spectrum had a pronounced dip in the

center, as shown in Figure 2.  This dip

implies that the A2 is really two par-     

ticles of the same spin and parity and     

of approximately the same mass, or that  . /11\
the A2 is a unique type of particle

called' a "double resonance" or "dipole." Mass
FIGURE 2

(There could, of course, be other A2 Mass Spectrum as
1 Observed by CERN Group

explanations of the A2 splitting.)

The existence of a dipole could literally revolutionalize current thought

about the structure of matter.  On the other hand, the alternative explan-

-ation that the A  is really two particles is almost equally as striking

because this would be incompatible with the usual quark model, which appears
-..-.1 -

to explain the substructure of the "elementary" strongly interacting

particles.  In the quark model, the proton, neutron, and   meson consist of

fundamental building blocks in nature called quarks.  The model predicts

that there is only one A  particle.  In 1970 at the University of Hawaii

Professor   M.    Gell -Mann, physics nobel laureate, stated   that    the A2 meson

situation represented one of the most important problems in high energy

physics.  Late in 1970 Dr. P. Schibd.*1 wrote in a Physics Today article

on  the A2  that. the splitting was  "all but certain. " This statement was

based on the CERN experiment and other experiments which confirmed the

CERN results, although some experiments had observed an unsplit A2•  At

this time physicists started looking for other split particles, such as

the   K*   and   f.                                                  i                                   N O T I C E
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Stimulated by the tremendous worldwide interest in understanding the
..

A2   structure, the Indiana spark chamber group embarked  on a series   of

experiments at the Argonne National Laboratory ZGS proton synchrotron.
t

These experiments measured   the   A  mass spectrum   in the reactions   irt  p   -D  A2P'

the polarization of the final-state proton in these reactions, and the AS

mass spectrum for a particular rare decay mode of the A2-, A2 4 K-K .   The 11:f- -

beam momentum was 4 BeV/c.  The results ftrom the first experiment were

recently published.

There are two typds of experimental errors that can influence the

results of an experiment - statistical and systematic.  The statistical

errors arise because the measurement of a probability distribution will

not be exactly the same as the probability distribution itself unless an

infinite amount of data are collected. Systematic errors arise due to

inherent  limited capabilities of the experimental apparatus or due to               '

malfunctions  of the apparatus.  It is of crucial importance to minimize

both  types of errors; our published results   shaw a significant improvement
-*.-- 1.- .-i.- .. ..----I -  -1--I

over previous experiments.  (We have over 200,000 events to minimize

statistical errors.     Our "mass resolution," which  is a measure  of  the

systematic error and can be interpreted as the sensitivity of the experi-

ment to fine structure, is 3.9 MeV.)

Our results show a bell-shaped A.  meson.  Our data show that the

probability that the A  is a dipole of the type observed by CERN is less

-50than 10 ; 1.e., less than .00000000000000000000000000000000000000000000000001.

We conclude that it is very unlikely that the A2 is a dipole,since a dipole

would always exhibit a split mass spectrum.  The A  situation is probably that

either the A  has exotic characteristics that come and go depending on the

details of the experiment, such as the beam momentum or the angle of production,

or that the A2 experiments exhibiting splitting had sdme unkown systematic error.
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